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STANZA STRUCTURE AND TEXTUAL
COHESION IN RUSTAVELI 1

1. The Problem
One of the main problems of text linguistics is the question: What is it that
makes a text coherent? Actually, this question has always been a corollary of
any close reading of literature, and it has constantly to be answered in the
typically philological activity of emendating texts: Lack of sense-continuity
counts as a strong argument for the assumption that the text at hand is corrupt,
and establishing coherence is a decisive step towards its understanding.
However, I will not try to contribute to Rustvelology in this sense. Rather, my
paper will deal with the more shallow level of textual organization that is
already accessible by looking closely at the linguistic means. In particular, I am
interested in small-scale composition, in the the structure of Rustaveli’s stanzas,
their inner fragmentation, their independence from each other and their
coherence in longer passages. I suggest that there is some leading principle
behind the bewildering variety of form, and that this principle is quite different
from what at least I know of traditional European texts. As a text sample I have
chosen mainly two passages: a narrative passage, namely the famous episode:
“How the King of the Arabians Saw the Knight Clad in the Panther’s Skin”, and
a non-narrative passage, the “Testament of Avtandil to King Rostevan when he
Stole Away”.
2. The Position of Aphorisms in Rustaveli’s Stanza
In 1919 Nikolaj Marr held a lecture on “Caucasian poetry and its technical
foundations” (Marr 1966: 13-14) where he pointed out that the fourth line of
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Rustaveli’s stanza is not only set off by the use of an extra da da ’and’ at its
beginning, it is also the privileged place of proverbs, maxims, aphorisms and the
like, i.e. units which, grammatically seen, may be determined as fully generic
sentences. Here is an example:
(1)

avtandils mixvda mosmena sakmisa sanayrelisa,
adga da faba haicva, mJobi qovlisa Hrelisa;
uxaris weqra vardisa, ar ertgan weuqrelisa.
da amoa Hvreya yurpisa, siaxle saqvarelisa! (121)2

Avtandil was glad to hear this joyful news.
He rose and donned his best and brightest coat.
He rejoiced to meet the rose; they had never yet met alone.
And Pleasant is it to gaze on beauty, and be near one beloved. 3
The generic part of the stanza may extend over more than one line, as in:
aras gargebs simjimili, usargeblo cremlta dena;
ar gardava gardauvalad momavali sakme zena;
Cesi aris mamacisa moHirveba, Hirta tmena,
da arvis jaluc xorcielsa gangebisa gardavlena. (793)

(2)

Sadness avails thee not, nor useless flow of tears.
The deed which is inevitably decreed above cannot be avoided.
It is a law with men that they should struggle and suffer woes,
And no creature or flesh hath power to thwart Providence.
(3)

ver daiHiravs sifvdilsa gza viCro, verca fldovani;
misgan gasCordes qoveli, susyi da jalgulovani;
bolod weqarnes miCaman ertgan moqme da mxcovani.
da sJobs sicocxlesa nazraxsa sifvdili saxelovani! (798)
A narrow road cannot keep Death, nor a rocky one;
By him all are levelled, weak and strong-hearted;
In the end the earth unites in one place youth and greybeard.
And Better a glorious death than shameful life!
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Some generic sentences, however, occur in the non-final part of the stanza, as in
the first line of:
(4)

ardaviCqeba moqvrisa arodes gvizams ziansa;
vFgmob facsa uaugosa, crusa da Galayiansa!
ver vecruebi, ver uzam mas xelmCipesa mziansa.
da ra uarea mamacsa suldidsa, Caslvagviansa! (796)

Mindfulness of a friend ne’er doeth us harm.
I blame4 the man who is shameless, false and treacherous.
I cannot be false to him,5 I cannot do it to that mighty king.
And What is worse than an arrogant, hesitant 6 man.
A closer look at the distribution of generic sentences in Rustaveli’s work reveals
that the ratio between final and non-final occurences is about 3 : 2. So Marr’s
intuition was correct to some extent. There is, however, a functional difference
between final and non-final positions: non-final generic sentences are maxims,
and they are the premises of practical reasoning. Indeed, (4) 796 may be
reconstructed as.
(5)

Premise 1 (generic):
Premise 2 (non-generic):

Conclusion (non-generic):
Comment (generic):

It never does us any harm not to forget a
friend
I blame a man who has no [sense of]
shame, who is deceitful and treacherous
[and I would be a man of such undesirable
behaviour if I didn’t help Tariel].
[So] I cannot deceive him, I cannot do
any harm to that king (sc. Tariel).
What is worse than an arrogant man who
[on the other hand] hesitates to go
[to help]?

A corollary of this functional difference is a difference in the embedding of
these generic sentences: non-final generic sentences are always embedded in
direct speech, while the final ones may be either direct speech or not (Boeder
1990). This distribution is in accordance with a further feature of the last lines:
they are a privileged place of authorial remarks, which need not be proverbial,
but may be directed at the particular event related in the non-final part of the
4
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stanza. These authorial remarks are comments or, to use Sargis Caisvili’s (1974:
64) words, “a kind of conclusion of reflections given in the preceding lines”. An
example is:
ese tkva da sixarulit tamawoba adiada;
mgosani da muwaiti uxmes, Poves raca sada;
dia gasca sabojvari, qvela darbazs wemoxada;
da misi msgavsi siuxvita Gmetman sxvamca ra daFbada! (119)

(6)

Thus he spoke, and sporting was increased with rejoicing;
They called the minstrel and the acrobat wherever they were found.
Many gifts were distributed, he summoned all to the throne-room.
What other did God create with generosity like unto his!
The author can even address his hearer, as in:
ortave xeli moFfides da dasves tavissa,
gverdsa dausves avtandil, survilsa moefla vissa;
unaxavsa da naxulsa sJobs qovlsa sanaxavissa,
da nu eHv miJnurta matebrta nuca tu ramins da vissa. (1538)

(7)

Both took her by the hand and set her on their throne;
They placed Avtandil by the side of her for desire of whom he was
slain;
She is better than the seen and the unseen, (better) than all sight.
Think not any were like them in love, not even Ramin and Vis.
In other places, it seems indeterminable whether the last line belongs to the
author or to the hero, as in:
(8)

avtandil uHvreys yariels, usulod kvemdebaresa,
weprinda, wvelad mimarta mas, yfbilad moubaresa,
vera ver argo damCvarsa, srulad cecxlnadebaresa;
da mista niwanta sicocxle mart misi miibaresa. (1336)
Avtandil gazes at Tariel lying lifeless;
He fled to him, he set about helping him, the sweetly-speaking;
He could not be of avail to the consumed one, completely burned up
with fire;
7
Had her (sc. Nestan Darejan’s) signs indeed taken his life?
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The specific meaning of the last line in a stanza is a phenomenon that may also
be observed in other epics such as the Middle High German Nibelungen epic. It
was written around 1200, at about the same time as Rustaveli’s work, and is
also composed of rhyming quatrains. Interestingly, the authorial fourth line often
has a feature that is absent from Rustaveli’s poem. As some philologists have
observed, it often contains a prophesy of the tragic outcome of the events which
gives the whole epic a particular tension and gloomy mood as in the second
stanza:
(9)

Ez wuohs in Burgonden
daz in allen landen
Kriemhilt geheizen:
dar umbe muosen degene

ein vil edel magedîn,
niht schœners mohte sîn,
si wart ein scœne wîp.
vil verliesen den lîp.

There was a very noble young woman growing up in Burgundy,
Such that in no country there could have been a more beautiful one.
Her name was Kriemhilt: she was a beautiful woman.
Many brave men had to lose their lives for her.
Similarly, couplets are the privileged place of medeval chansons de geste (Suard
1984: 137-138).
The question why the last line is the privileged place of aphorisms and authorial
remarks cannot be answered by simply pointing out that it is due to a literary
tradition. In everyday conversation, statements of this kind are a typical device
for “(opening up) closings”.8 They are a natural device which leads the narrative
back to the hic et nunc - to the author’s evaluation or to values of his audience.9
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3. The Structure of the Stanza
We can, then, conclude that there is a strong tendency in Rustaveli’s stanzas, or
maybe in epic stanzas in general, to endow their last lines with a particular
value. Now out of 1573 stanzas that the new Academic Edition has retained as
authentic, only about 150 stanzas contain aphorisms, and even if we add other
authorial comments and the like, only a small portion of the stanzas are of this
type. But a close look at any passage of Rustaveli’s text reveals that every stanza
is at least bipartite from the point of view of textual function, and that the
functional cut between the final line and the non-final segment of the stanza is
by far the most frequent. To give an example, let us consider the beginning of a
narrative episode, Rostan’s and Avtandil’s encounter with Tariel weeping in the
wilderness. The solid lines on the left side of the text connect those verses which
are linked by cohesion. The words that enter into this relation are underlined:10
(10)
naxes, ucxo moqme vinme Jda myirali Cqlisa Pirsa,
wavi cxeni sadavita Fqva lomsa da vita gmirsa,
xwirad esxa margaliyi lagam-abJar-unagirsa.
cremlsa vardi daetrtvila, gulsa mduGrad anayirsa. (83)
mas yansa faba emosa garetma vepxis yqavisa,
vepxis yqavisa kudive iqo sarkmeli tavisa,
xelta naHedi matraxi Fkonda usxosi mflavisa;
naxes da naxva mounda ucxosa sanaxavisa. (84)
Cavida mona saubrad mis qmisa gulmduGarisad,
tavhamogdebit myirlisa, ar Hvreyit molizGarisad, munve Cvims Cvima brolisa, Fgia giwrisa Gari sad, axlos mivida, moscalda siyqvisa tkmad aGarisad. (85)
vera Ffadra saubari, mona meyad weuzrda,
didxan uHvreys gafvirvebit, tuca guli umagarda;
moaxsena: “gibrjanebso”, axlos midga, dauCqnarda.
igi yirs da ara esmis misgan, gauumecarda. (86)
mis monisa ara esma siyqva, arca naubari,
mat lawkarta zaxilisa iqo ertob ugrjnobari,
ucxod rame amosfvnoda guli cecxlta nadebari,
cremlsa sisxli ereoda, gasdis, vita nagubari. (87)
10
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sxvagan knis misi goneba misman tavisa Conaman.
ese mepisa brjaneba ertxel fvla Ffadra monaman.
arca daagdo yirili, arca ra gaigona man,
arca gaxlihna bagebi, tavi vardisa fonaman. (88)

HOW THE KING OF THE ARABIANS SAW THE KNIGHT CLAD IN THE
PANTHER’S SKIN
83

They saw a certain stranger knight; he sat weeping on the bank of the
stream,
He held his black horse by the rein, he looked like a lion and a hero;
His bridle, armour and saddle were thickly bedight with pearls;
The rose of (his cheek) was frozen in tears that welled up from
[made weep] his woe-stricken heart.

84

His form was clad in a long coat over which was thrown a panther’s
skin,
His head, too, was covered with a cap of panther’s skin;
In his hand he held a whip thicker than a man’s arm.
They looked [saw] and liked to look at [see] that wondrous [strange]
sight.

85

A slave went forth to speak to the knight of the woe-stricken heart,
Who, weeping with downcast head, seems not a spectacle
[something to gaze at] for jesting;
From a channel of jet rains a crystal shower.
When (the slave) approached [went near], he could by no means bring
himself to speak a word (to Tariel).

86

The slave was much perturbed, he dared not address [speak to] him.
A long time he gazed in wonder till his heart was strengthened;
Then he said: "(The king) commands thee (to attend him)." He (the
slave) came near, (and) greeted him gently;
He (Tariel) wept on and heard not, he knew not that (the slave) was
there.

87

He heard not a word of the slave, nor what he said [had spoken];
He was wholly unconscious of the shouting of the soldiers,
He was sobbing strangely, his heart burnt up with fires;
Tears were mingled with blood, and flowed forth as from
floodgates.
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88

Elsewhither his mind [perception] was wafted, by the weight of his
head!
Once again the slave uttered [dared] the king’s message [command],
But (Tariel) ceased not from weeping and heard [perceived] him not,
Nor was the rose-bouquet (of speech) plucked from his lips.

In 83 we have a tripartite structure, where the first line and the last line show
lexical cohesion by words for “weeping” (myirali, cremlisa, anayirsa
m7irali, cremlisa, ana7irsa) and are thus opposed to the middle lines depicting
Tariel’s warriorlike attributes. 84 takes up this description of what people see in
the first three lines, whereas the fourth line is opposed to it as referring to the
fact that they see it and that they want to see it. On the other hand, “seeing” is a
cohesive link connecting the fourth line of 84 with the first line of 83 (naxes,
naxva, sanaxavisa; naxes naxes, naxva, sanaxavisa; naxes). Similarly in 85, the
first and last lines are opposed to the middle lines as the messenger’s “action”
vs. “description of Tariel’s weeping”. In 86, the messenger’s action continues in
the first three lines, but the last line comes back again to Tariel’s weeping and
his non-reaction. 87 continues with Tariel’s non-reaction in the first two lines,
while the second half of the stanza describes his behaviour: his groaning and his
weeping. The first line of 88 is about Tariel’s absentmindedness and thus takes
up the first half of 87. In the second line the messenger repeats his attempt to
communicate while the rest of the stanza is again about Tariel’s weeping and
non-speaking. So a division of Rustaveli’s stanza into two or three segments of
unequal size seems to be the rule, and the same is probably true for other epics.
This segmentation into textually different parts avoids the monotonous chains of
homogeneous states or events that is regarded as typical of narrative texts.
With reference to Lotman (1972) I consider this to be a special case of a general
tendency of textual organization: on the level of the stanza it repeats higher level
oppositions like "thesis" and "antithesis", "frame" and "events", "complication"
and "solution", "plot" and "evaluation", "story" and “fabula docet ”, “premises”
and “conclusion” - oppositions that are well-known since antiquity. They have
their lower level counterparts, namely linguistic opposites like “topic” and
“comment”, “given” and “new” on the sentence level.
4. The Fragmentation of the Stanza
However, these oppositions of traditional rhetoric are mainly based on
dichotomies, and the binary nature of all of Rustaveli’s stanzas remains to be
proven. But even if we could show that every stanza has a basically binary
structure we would be left with the problem of giving this structure a functional
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interpretation. I would certainly not deny the possibility of such an interpretation
beyond mere segmentation and I think that the inner cohesion of Rustaveli’s
stanza cannot be reduced to loose association. But the sheer difficulty of
establishing links between the lines tells us something about the coherence of
Rustaveli’s stanzas. Conjunctions which help to reconstruct the coherence of a
text are almost completely absent from Rustaveli’s text as was again acutely
observed by N. Marr in the lecture mentioned above. Differing from Marr,
however, I do not think this is a popular feature which Rustaveli simply
inherited from folklore; it is an artful literary feature which Rustaveli
consciously developed to its extreme. Consider the following example from
Avtandil’s testament where I have put the missing sentence connectors into
brackets:
(11)

O king, this deliberation - kill me [if] anybody finds fault with it!
O king, [by contrast] my departure may grieve you,
[But] I cannot be false to him [sc. Tariel], [that is] I cannot do
a cowardly thing to him
(and) [because(?)] he will put me to shame from face to face,
[when] we both come to eternity. (795)

Even the conjunction “and” which is so typical of Old Georgian prose (Boeder
1983) is extremely rare as a clause connector. On the other hand, “and” is, as I
have said, always present at the beginning of the final line in a stanza, even
where its occurrence is hardly justified from a semantic point of view, in other
words: its poetic use overrides its use as a relation-indicating connector. All this
gives the impression of fragmentation inside the stanza. The fragments reveal
their coherence only at the expense the a hard work of reconstruction.
5. Textual Cohesion
This internal fragmentation stands in sharp contrast with the connection between
the stanzas: it is very easy to detect the numerous links between segments of
contiguous or non-contiguous stanzas. In fact, all one has to do is to connect
identical or synonymous lexemes with each other. This semantic or even
lexematic repetition forms a tight texture of different content elements or
thoughts that occur in different configurations. It was Wolgang Lentz (1952;
1955) who established the existence of this particular type of textual
composition in the oldest Iranian texts as well as in modern Persian prose which,
incidentally, was already well appreciated by Goethe when writing his Westöstlicher Divan (Lentz 1958; 1961). I do not want to suggest that Rustaveli
simply followed specifically Persian rules of composition, but some aspects of
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composition, and not of sujet, might be what Rustaveli himself meant when he
said that he found “this Persian tale” (9,1: ambavi sParsuli ambavi S8arsuli)
and “rolled this precious pearl on the palm of his hand”, as he puts it. Let us
look at some examples.
Although the episode in which the king of the Arabs sees the knight in the
panther’s skin is a narrative part of the epic and thus necessitates a linear chain
of events, this chain is interwoven with several motifs that occur again and again
and that can best be recognized on the basis of lexematic repetition: As I have
pointed out, the “seeing” of 83,1 is repeated in 84,4 (“looking”), “weeping”
occurs in 83,1, 83,4, 85,2, 86,4, 88,3; its collocational partner, the tears, occur in
83,4, 87,4 and in a metaphoric form, as rain, in 85,3. The (literal) “scalding” of
Tariel’s heart11 in 83,4 is repeated in 85,2, the “strangeness” of his appearance
in 83,1 recurs in 84,4 and 87,3. An exhaustive list of cohesional links would of
course comprise many other lexemes and cases of partial semantic identity and
collocation.
One might argue that this compositional pattern is due to the repetitive nature of
the events themselves. But if we consider non-narrative passages such as
Avtandil’s testament, the compositional principle becomes even more evident.
As in (10), words with repeated roots are underlined in the Georgian text.
Repetitions in the same line (figura etymologica and the like, as in a 786,2) are
neglected. In Wardrop’s translation, square brackets contain literal meanings.
The places of previous occurences are given in parentheses.
(12)
a
786

daJda Cerad anderjisa, sabralosa saubrisad:
“Fe, mepeo, gaviParvi jebnad hemgan sajebrisad;
ver davdgebi weuqrelad hemta cecxlta momdebrisad;
da wemindev da Camayane moCqaleba Gmrtaebrisad.
vici, bolod ar damigmob ama hemsa gazraxulsa.
faci brjeni ver gasCiravs moqvaresa moqvarulsa;
me siyqvasa ertsa gfadreb, Playonisgan sCavlatkmulsa:
da “sicrue da orPiroba avnebs xorcsa, merme sulsa”.

b

787

c

788

d

789

11

ratgan tavia sicrue qovlisa ubadobisa,
me rad gavCiro moqvare, jma umyficesi jmobisa?!
ara gik, codna ras margebs pilosoposta brjnobisa!
da mit visCavlebit, mogvces wertva zest mCqobrta Cqobisa.
Cagifitxavs, siqvarulsa mocikulni ragvar Ceren?

Wardrop: woe-stricken
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vit iyqvian, vit akeben? can, cnobani miaperen.
“siqvaruli aGgvamaGlebs”, vit eKvanni, amas KGeren,
da wen ar Jer xar, usCavlelni facni vitmca wevaJeren!
vin dambada, wejlebaca manve momca jlevad myertad;
vin ars jali uxilavi wemCed qovlta miCiertad,
vin sazGvarsa dausazGvrebs, zis - ufvdavi Gmerti Gmertad, da igi gaFxdis Camisqopit ertsa asad, assa ertad.

e

790

f

791

g

792

h

793

i

794

j

795

k

796

l

797

raca Gmertsa ara sCaddes, ara sakme ar ikmnebis.
mzisa wukta vermHvreyeli ia xmebis, vardi Hnebis;
tvalta yurpa saHvreyeli ucxod radme ewvdinebis;
da me vit gavsjlo umisoba, an sococxle vit metnebis!
razomca sCqrebi, wemindev wecvla tkvenisa mcnebisa.
jali ar mkonda yqvekmnilsa me magisisa tnebisa;
aC Caslva iqo Camali hemta saxmilta gznebisa,
da sada gind viqo, ra mgama, qopamca mkonda nebisa!
aras gargebs simjimili, usargeblo cremlta dena;
ar gardava gardauvalad momavali sakme zena;
Cesi aris mamacisa moHirveba, Hirta tmena,
da arvis jaluc xorcielsa gangebisa gardavlena.
raca Gmertsa gaugia tavsa hemsa gardasavlad,
gardamxdes da wemovikce, aGar damrhes guli avlad;
tkvenve gnaxne mxiarulni didebit da davlamravlad;
da mas ra vargo, didebad da fmaris ese hemad davlad.
mepeo, ese tatbiri, momfal, vin damiCunosa!
mepeo, nutu Caslvaman tkven hemman dagaHmunosa,
ver vecruebi, ver uzam sakmesa sajabunosa,
da PirisPir marcxvens: ornive mivalt mas saufunosa.
ardaviCqeba moqvrisa arodes gvizams ziansa;
vFgmob facsa uaugosa, crusa da Galayiansa!
ver vecruebi, ver uzam mas xelmCipesa mziansa.
da ra uarea mamacsa suldidsa, Caslvagviansa!
ra uarea mamacsa omwigan Piris mxmeHelsa,
wemdrfalsa, wewinebulsa da sifvdilisa meHvelsa!
faci Jabani rita sJobs diacsa kslisa mbeHvelsa!
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da sJobs saxelisa moxveHa qovelsa mosaxveHelsa!
ver daiHiravs sifvdilsa gza viCro, verca fldovani;
misgan gasCordes qoveli, susyi da jalgulovani;
bolod weqarnes miCaman ertgan moqme da mxcovani.
da sJobs sicocxlesa nazraxsa sifvdili saxelovani!

m

798

n

799

merme viwiwvi, mepeo, tkvenad fadrebad amisad:
sctebis da sctebis, sifvdilsa vin ar moelis Camisad;
mova wemqreli qovelta ertgan dGisa da Gamisad,
da tu vera gnaxe cocxalman, sicocxle gkondes Kamisad.

THE TESTAMENT OF AVTANDIL TO KING ROSTEVAN WHEN HE
STOLE AWAY
a

He sat down to write the will, thus piteously inditing:
"O king! I have stolen away in quest of him I must seek
I cannot remain sundered from him, the kindler of my fires.
Forgive me and be merciful to me like God. (786)

b

I know that in the end thou wilt not blame this my resolve.
A wise man cannot abandon his beloved [loving] friend.
I venture to remind thee of the teaching of a certain discourse by Plato:
"Falsehood and twofacedness injure the body [flesh] and then
the soul." (787)

c

Since lying [falsehood (b4)] is the source of all meanness12,
Why should I abandon (b2) my friend (b2) a brother by a stronger tie
than born brotherhood?
I will not do it! What avails me the knowledge (b1) of the
philosophizing [wisdom (b2)] of philosophers!
Therefore are we taught (b3) that we may be united [be given unity]
with the choir of the heavenly [above] hosts. (788)

d

Thou hast read how the apostles write of love (b2, c2),
How they speak of it, how they praise it; know (b1, c3) thou it and
harmonize thy knowledge (b1, c3):
”Love (b2, c2, d1) exalteth us", this is as it were the tinkling burden of
their song;

12
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If thou conceive not this how can I convince ignorant [untaught
(b3, c4)] men (b2)? (789)
e

He who created me, even He gave me power (c4) to overcome foes;
He who is the invisible Might [power (e1)], the Aid of every earthly
being,
Who fixes the bounds of the finite, sits immortal [not dying] God as
God,
He can in one moment change a hundred into one and one into
a hundred. (790)

f

What God (e3)wills not will not become fact [deed].
The violet fades, the rose withers, if they cannot gaze on the
sunbeams;
Every lovely thing is desirable for the eye to gaze (f2) on.
How can I endure [have power (e1)] the lack of him, or how can life
please me! (791)

g

However angry thou art, forgive me (a4) that I have not kept your
command;
Enthralled, I had no power (e1-2, f4) to fulfill [to please (f4) you with] it.
No! to go (forth) was the remedy for the flaming of my furnaces.
Wherever I may be, what matters it to me if I have but my freewill?
(792)

h

Sadness avails (c3) thee not, nor useless [not availing (c3)] flow of
tears.
The deed which is inevitably decreed above cannot be avoided
[will not pass by without having passed by].
It is a law with men that they should struggle and suffer woes,
And no creature of flesh hath power (e1-2, f4, g2) to thwart [pass by
(h2)] Providence. (793)

i

Whatever God (e3, f1) has predestined to come to pass (h2, 4] upon me
Let it be fulfilled [pass on me (h2, 4, i1)], and when I return my heart
will no longer remain ashes.
May I see you also joyful in majesty [glory] and manifold wealth.
What I can do [avail] for him is my glory (i3), and this is sufficient booty
for me. (794)

j

O king, this is my decision. Slay me! if anyone can disapprove!
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O king (j1), can it be that my going [forth] (g3) grieves thee!
I cannot be false to him, I cannot do [to him] a cowardly deed (f1);
He would shame me when we meet face to face in that eternity
whereto we both shall come. (795)
k

Mindfulness of a friend (b2, c2, d1) ne’er doeth us (j3) harm.
I blame the man (b2, d4) who is shameless, false (b4) and treacherous.
I cannot be false to him (j3); I cannot do it to (j3, k1) that sunlike13
(f2) king (j1-2).
What is worse than an arrogant, hesitant [going forth (g3, j2) too late
(to help)] man (h3) (796)

l

What is worse than (k4) a man (h3, k4)in the fight with a frowning
face,
Shirking, affrighted and thinking of death (e3)!
In what is a cowardly man (b2, d4, k2) better than a woman weaving a
web!
It is better (l3) to get glory than all goods! (797)

m

A narrow road cannot keep back Death (e3, l2), nor a rocky one;
By him all are levelled, weak and strong[having power
(e1-2, f4, g2, h4)]-hearted;
In the end (b1) the earth (e2) unites (a2) in one place youth and
greybeard.
Better (l3-4) a glorious (n4) death (e3, l2, m1) than shameful life (f4)!
(798)

n

And now I fear (l 2), O king (a2, j1-2), to make this request to you:
Mistaken, mistaken is he who expects not death (e3, l2, m1, 4)
momentarily;
It which unites (a2, m3) us all [in one (m3)] comes alike by day and by
night.
If I see (i3) thee not living (f4, m3), life (f4, m3) will be fleeting for
me. (799)

Freed of the necessity to match temporal successsion iconically, Rustaveli can
follow his associative plan at will and present his thoughts like the tendrils of a
Persian carpet, to use an image suggested by Wolfgang Lentz for what he calls
“thematic polyphony”: "reading" the carpet from above to below, one finds the
13

Wardrop: mighty
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same tendril in different configurations. To mention just a few in Avtandil’s
testament: begging the king’s pardon of 786,4 is repeated in 792,1 and 803,4
(wemindev semindev); the idea of learning (sCavla s2avla) from the sayings of
wise men we have in 787,3, 788,4 and 789,4, the abjectness of being false (cru
cru) to a friend in 787,4 and 795,3; in 791,4 and 792,2 the declaration of being
unable (gajleba, jala ga3leba, 3ala) to enjoy (tneba tneba) life without one’s
friend; the behaviour of a brave man (mamaci mamaci) occurs in 793,3, 796,4
and 797,1, the possibility of seeing the king again occurs in 794,3 and 799,4
(nax- nax-). Simlarly, half of 795,3 is repeated in 796,3 (ver vecruebi, ver
uzam ver vecruebi, ver uzam), and 797,4 and 798,4 are parallel (sJobs
saxelisa moxveHa ... sßobs saxelisa moxve4a...; sJobs ... sifvdili
saxelovani sßobs ... si6vdili saxelovani ‘better a glorious death than life in
dishonour’). Death as an equalizer occurs in 798,3 and 799,3 etc. etc.
6. Textual Continuity and Discontinuity
Does this “thematic polyphony” destroy the coherence of the stanza as a unit? I
think not. To begin with, a rhyme of two or three syllables in all four lines of the
stanza and the uniformity of the shairi are a very strong formal tie which
corresponds to a unity of coherence, notwithstanding the fact that this unity is
much less salient than we expect measured by the standard of European
literature. Second, the “fragmentation” of the stanza is also compensated for by
a strict disallowance of enjambement on a deeper level. Enjambement on the
clause level is disallowed even between the lines of a stanza. But enjambement
on the level of textual structure is also disallowed between stanzas. For instance,
no description or action may be continued from one stanza to the other. We
always have a change from description to action, from authorial remark to nonauthorial text, from the action of one agent to the action of another agent, etc. I
have already mentioned these changes in connection with the analysis of our
narrative sample: the description of Tariel’s exterior in 83 switches to his
weeping in the last line, and therefore the description can be continued in the
next stanza. Telling about Tariel’s inability to perceive his visitors’ voices in the
first half of 87 and in the first line of 88 is interrupted by two lines on Tariel’s
groaning and weeping. The final generic sentences I dealt with first are, of
course, good examples of switching from one textual function to another. That
Rustaveli indeed tries to avoid enjambement and to give each stanza its selfcontained independence is proven by a special device which occurs in both
narrative and non-narrative passages of the text. It consists of repeating a
modified version of the last line of the preceding stanza as the first line of the
next one, e.g.
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(13) 85,4
86,1
86,4

He [sc. the servant-messenger] approached him, [but]
he didn’t bring himself to speak a word.
He didn’t dare to speak a word

87,1

He [sc. Tariel] is weeping and doesn’t hear anything from
him [sc. the servant-messenger] (and) remains unconscious
[of what happens around him]
He didn’t hear a word nor what was spoken

95,4
96,1

He [sc. Tariel] noticed that the king was coming to follow him.
When he understood [that] the king came...

787,4 Falseness and two-facedness injure the body [and] then the soul.
788,1 As falseness is the source of meanness...
793,4 No creature of flesh has power to escape [pass by] destiny.
794,1 Whatever God predestined to pass upon me...
796,4 What is worse than an arrogant man [who however] hesitates
[to help]
797,1 What is worse than a man [whose] face [is] distorted [for fear] in
the fight.
This kind of repetition allows Rustaveli to continue and to discontinue his text at
the same time. He continues his text insofar as he continues to speak on the
same theme. He discontinues his text insofar as the development of his theme
does not advance when repeating the last line where an advancement is
expected. While parallelism links up the lines of a poem (Jakobson 1966: 409),
repetition of contiguous lines separates them. The poet thereby guarantees the
independence of each stanza.
7. Conclusion
As a result we have a delicate balance between two divergent tendencies: On the
one hand we have a tendency to stress the unity and independence of the stanza
by using rhyme and such devices as interrupting structural monotony at the end
of the stanza or repeating its last line in a modified form. This tendency is,
however, counterbalanced on the other hand by a fragmentation of the stanza; it
is difficult to assess the coherence of their segments while it is easy to detect the
vertical connections between segments of different contiguous or noncontiguous stanzas. This gives the impression of a thematic polyphony in each
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stanza and of a strong coherence of larger passages where different themes are
developed by setting them into different configurations.
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